THE GST

GAZETTE

TML Edition

TML - Tatva Moksh Lakshya is the annual cultural fest of SIES GST. Unlike Cognition, the technical festival, TML focuses only on the cultural aspects and sports.
Every year it is held in the college tentatively in the month of march but due to
the restrictions this year, it had to be pushed back. Conducting TML on an online
platform is going to pose a challenge, without a doubt. But with enough perseverence from the teams and the student council, the festival is almost upon us.
What remains to be seen is the difference we’ll observe as students. A lot of people are the backbone of this festival and although, in theory it seems like conducting something online would be easy, it is, on the contrary, a very challenging
task. From keeping check on the technical aspects to making sure the event is
conducted smoothly and according to the flow decided, one has to keep tabs on
everything.
Let us attend the festival in huge numbers and appreciate the hardwork of those
involved. The success of any event lies in the support it receives from the audience it was aimed for. Make sure to enjoy yourself and keep special tabs on any
teams you plan to join in the future. As we’ve proudly proclaimed before, lockdown or no lockdown - nothing can stop the student council from conducting a
grand show here at SIES GST!

Presenting to you - the theme of TML
2021 -

“Mask-Cape”
Trace all the superpowers one cape at a
time in our Annual Cultural Fest!
Tatva Moksh Laksh, elegently masked
this year, waiting like a ballet of swan
about to burst into a flight virtually inside your windows on 14th and 15th May
2021!

THE FE SPACE

SAAKSHI GANGURDE
FE MECH
Naikar Dhanabalu
FE C

SAAKSHI GANGURDE
FE MECH

Aditi Maurya
FE CE

It is that time,
When we all smile again,
Though we are all home,
It’ll still take your pain,
It is all online,
Just like icing on the cake,
You have been stressed,
You deserve a break,
It is not too far,
It’ll soon ring your bell,
Don’t keep calm,
Cause its TML!!
Shreyas Upadhyay
FE IT

Ananya Maurya

Aman Pinjara
1

Latika Dekate
FE EXTC

Manasvi khatawkar
FE PPT

BHUMIKA MHATRE

SHRAVANI VEER
FE ECS

PREETI GUPTA
FE EXTC
SUCHARYA SURESH DESHMUKH
FE CE

